PROJECT PROFILE
STABILIZATION OF UNDERMINED BUILDING SITE AT COLLEGE
D’Appolonia was retained by a college
in western Pennsylvania to perform
foundation investigations for expansion
of a recreation building complex. Research of geologic literature for the site
area indicated the possibility of an
abandoned underground coal mine in
proximity to the proposed new recreation building construction. The only
record of near-site mining activities was
a 1930 mine map that indicated a single
mine entry may have been driven beneath the existing recreation building.
Information discovered during the literature search led to the decision to extend some of the site borings to determine if abandoned workings were present. Subsequently, a five-foot-high,
water-filled void was discovered 50 feet
below ground surface. A borehole television camera survey indicated the existence of an extensive abandoned mine.
Once the presence of a mine beneath
the site was confirmed, a broader investigation was undertaken for the purpose
of defining the extent of the mining and
to determine if other buildings were
undermined. The drilling program re-

vealed that the entire existing recreation
building (160 by 430 feet in plan) was
undermined and that 75 percent of the
coal seam had been removed. As the
risk of pillar collapse was high and
could result in serious damage to surface structures, the college vacated the
building and retained D’Appolonia to
develop remedial measures.
Alternate support concepts were evaluated including (1) underpinning of the
building foundations using drilled-in
piers, (2) placement of tremie concrete
columns within the mine voids beneath
the main foundation and interior building support systems and (3) complete
mine filling using an injected grout system. The selected concept involved
placing a gravel curtain wall in the
mine workings around the building perimeter and tremie pumping cementflyash slurry to completely fill the mine
void beneath the building.
In addition to performing the mine investigation and developing remedial
measures, D’Appolonia’s project responsibilities included preparing design
drawings, construction specifications

Advancement of an 8-inch-diameter borehole at a 45-degree angle for injection of
mine void filling materials beneath college
recreation building.

and bid documents; screening potential
construction contractors; selecting grout
materials compatible with mine water
chemistry; and providing construction
management for all phases of the mine
filling program.

Illustration of mine filling operations indicating the gravel curtain wall around the perimeter of the area being filled with cement-flyash
slurry.

